INTRODUCTION
Malignant pleural effusion (MPE) is a common and distressing condition seen at the advanced stage of lung cancer. Approximately 50% of lung cancer patients develop pleural effusions at a later stage of the disease. 1 The presence of MPE usually indicates the severity of illness and a short survival time. 2 In order to improve patient outcomes, advances in the identification of proteins and molecular pathways that affect key proliferation and survival mechanisms are needed. However, few cellular January 2009 and July 2011 from the Department of Pulmonology, Wonkwang University Hospital. Effusions were classified as transudates or exudates using Light's criteria, 25 and patients with transudates, such as those with heart failure, liver cirrhosis, or nephrotic syndrome, were excluded. Effusions were obtained from 80 patients with MPE (49 with adenocarcinoma of the lung, 19 with non-adenocarcinoma of the lung, and 12 with other primary sites of malignancy), 31 with parapneumonic PE, and 37 with tuberculous PE. According to their final diagnoses, the 148 eligible participants were classified into 2 groups: MPE (n=80) or benign PE (n=68). The determination of the etiology of pleural effusions was based on widely accepted criteria, as previously described. 26 The survival time in patients with MPE was measured from the time of diagnosis to the date of death. This study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board for Human Studies at the Clinical Research Center of Wonkwang University Hospital. All of the recruited patients and volunteers provided written informed consent.
Tumor marker assays
Blood and PE samples were collected within 24 h of admission or on a symptomatic day before treatment, and centrifuged immediately at 4°C. Cell-free supernatants were collected as aliquots and stored at -80°C until analysis. CRP was analyzed by routine clinical laboratory test protocols using an automated chemical analyzer (Modular P800; Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany).
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses of differences between MPE and benign PE were performed using the Mann-Whitney U test. Spearman correlations were used to determine the relationships between p-and s-CRP. The diagnostic accuracies of p-and s-CRP in discriminating between lung cancer with MPE and benign PE were compared by constructing receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. The optimum cut-off point from the ROC analysis was established by selecting the value that provides the greatest sum of sensitivity and specificity. Survival analyses were performed using the Kaplan-Meier method, and significant differences in survival rates were compared using the log-rank test. The Cox proportional hazard regression model was used to compare the relative influences of different prognostic factors. Data were analyzed using SPSS software version 15 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and MedCalc version 11.5 (MedCalc software, Mariakerke, Belgium). Statistical significance proteins have been identified whose altered regulation correlates with prognosis in lung cancer patients with MPE.
The conventional cytological examination of pleural fluids for differentiating benign pleural effusion (PE) from MPE is of limited diagnostic accuracy. 3 Accordingly, a large number of biochemical markers in pleural fluid have been intensively evaluated to improve the diagnosis of MPE. [4] [5] [6] [7] However, the sensitivity of these tests has so far failed to give acceptable results in almost all these series. It is thus necessary to identify more reliable and easily used biomarkers that may enhance MPE diagnosis. 8 The prognostic value of serum tumor markers has been the subject of a number of publications. 9 Although tumor markers can also be measured in a readily available body fluid such as serum or urine, their prognostic potential for survival in MPE samples are essentially unknown.
A causal relationship between inflammation and cancer has been described. Persistent infection induces chronic inflammation, and inflammatory cells induce DNA damage in proliferating cell, by generating reactive oxygen and nitrogen species. 10 Moreover, it has been amply demonstrated that pro-inflammtory cytokines promote tumor growth and metastasis by altering tumor cell biology and activating stromal cells in the tumor microenvironment.
11,12 C-reactive protein (CRP) was discovered in 1930 and is widely used as a sensitive, but nonspecific, marker of systemic inflammation. 13, 14 Increased serum CRP (s-CRP) levels have been reported in many pulmonary disorders, including pneumonia, malignancies, and pulmonary thromboembolism. 15, 16 However, the role of CRP in pleural effusions is still unclear. 17, 18 In patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), multiple myeloma, renal cell carcinoma, prostate cancer, ovarian cancer, gastrointestinal cancer, and hepatocellular carcinoma, elevated CRP levels prior to therapy have been shown to have an adverse impact on prognosis.
19-24 Surprisingly, however, no studies have analyzed pleural CRP (p-CRP) as a prognostic factor in advanced NSCLC.
In this study, we aimed to investigate the diagnostic and prognostic power of quantitative p-CRP expression, as compared to s-CRP, in lung cancer patients with MPE.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Patient selection
A total of 323 consecutive patients who presented with pleural exudative effusion were enrolled in the study between cantly lower than those of s-CRP (p<0.0001). Further, p-CRP levels were significantly lower in MPE than in benign PE (p<0.0001).
To evaluate whether p-and s-CRP levels could discriminate between MPE and benign PE, cut-off points were determined by the maximum sum of sensitivity and specificity. We used cut-off points of 25 mg/L and 82 mg/L for pand s-CRP, respectively, yielding sensitivity and specificity values of 72% and 83% for p-CRP, and 63% and 73% for s-CRP, respectively. Additionally, p-CRP exhibited elevated diagnostic sensitivity (87%) in lung cancer patients with MPE. The ROC curves of p-and s-CRP for distinguishing lung cancer with MPE from benign PE are shown in Fig. 3 . We found that the AUC of ROC curves (diagnostic accuracy) of p-CRP (0.86) was superior to that of s-CRP (0.77).
Prognostic implications of p-CRP
We next examined whether the expression status of p-CRP was defined as p<0.05.
RESULTS
The demographic characteristics of the study subjects are presented in Table 1 . There were no significant differences in gender, pleural glucose levels, and pleural lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels between MPE and benign PE patients. However, age and pleural pH were significantly higher and pleural white blood counts (WBC), protein, protein Light's ratio and LDH Light's ratio were significantly lower in MPE patients. Fig. 1 shows significantly positive correlation between p-and s-CRP levels (r=0.82, p<0.0001), indicating a relationship between p-and s-CRP.
Diagnostic value of p-CRP
As seen in Fig. 2 , concentrations of p-CRP were signifi- ever, the median overall survival was reduced to 2.6 months (95% CI, 1.5-4.7) in patients with high p-CRP expression (Table 2) . We then conducted multivariate analyses to assess the predictive value of p-CRP expression for overall survival by adjusting other potentially prognostic factors. The results were consistent with unfavorable survival outcome in was correlated with overall survival by using a log-rank statistic, and found that p-CRP expression was significantly correlated with shorter overall survival (p=0.006). The cumulative overall survival curves of patients were significantly split by p-CRP expression status (Fig. 4) . The median overall survival of patients with low p-CRP expression was 11 months [95% confidence interval (CI), 8.3-13.0]. How- completely understood. One possible explanation is that, due to cytokine production by tumor tissue, elevated CRP values may indicate a higher tumor burden. 30 Scott, et al. 31 reported a catabolic effect of acute-phase proteins like CRP on metabolism, and this is associated with an increase in resting energy expenditure and loss of lean tissue in patients with lung cancer, key factors in determining cancer survival. Another reason for elevated CRP may be a cancer-related infection, particularly a post-stenotic pulmonary infection in the case of lung tumors. It is well known that pneumonia may be the first sign that marks lung cancer. 32 Multiple risk factors have been identified in advanced NSCLC that are able to discriminate patient groups with a significant difference in survival. 33 However, only a few studies have analyzed CRP as a prognostic factor in advanced NSCLC. Moreover, it has been studied in heterogeneous groups of patients without taking treatment into consideration. 34, 35 To our best knowledge, this is the first study analyzing the prognostic value of p-CRP in lung cancer with MPE. In this study, we found by univariate analysis that p-CRP levels ≥25 mg/L and old age were independent predictors of survival. Old age, found to be a factor in univariate survival analysis, was no longer significant in multivariate analysis. Both high p-CRP levels and poor performance status remained associated independently with survival in multivariate analysis. There were no significant differences in WBC and the frequency of bacterial culture growth in PE and sputum samples between high and low p-CRP patients. These results suggest that infection is not the main stimulus to the increased CRP.
The main limitation of the present study is that it is a retrospective study with comparatively small sample size. In spite of relatively high values of statistical significance obtained, further research with a larger group of patients is warranted. Further research is also required to identify other sensitive biological markers in PE, in order to define the best combination for marker analysis. Another limitation is that subjects in benign PE were either parapneumonic or tupatients with high p-CRP expression. In a multivariate Cox regression analysis, a high p-CRP level was an independent prognostic factor significantly associated with poor survival (p=0.0001). The relative risk of overall survival for patients with high p-CRP was 3.909 (95% CI, 2.000-7.639), regardless of poor performance status [2.628 (95% CI, 1.254-5.508)]. The results from the Cox proportional hazards analysis are summarized in Table 3 .
DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on pleural effusions in which CRP levels were simultaneously investigated for their diagnostic and prognostic power of lung cancer with MPE. Our findings suggest that p-CRP has a higher diagnostic accuracy than s-CRP for differentiating MPE from benign PE. In multivariate analysis, p-CRP was revealed as a prognostic marker of lung cancer with MPE, together with performance status.
CRP synthesis in hepatocytes is mainly induced by interleukin (IL)-6, IL-1, and tumor necrosis factor α. Although several studies have investigated CRP levels in various disease states, measurement of which is relatively inexpensive and easy to quantify in clinical practice, a few studies have focused on its role in patients with pleural effusions. 17, 27, 28 A positive correlation between p-and s-CRP levels was demonstrated in the present study, suggesting that p-CRP may result from leakage of s-CRP via inflamed pleura. Further investigation is required to elucidate the exact mechanism. Botana-Rial, et al. 29 reported that the diagnostic accuracies of p-and s-CRP for differentiating MPE from benign PE were 0.752 and 0.667, respectively, as indicated by the area under the ROC curve. In agreement with these results, we demonstrated in the present study that the diagnostic accuracy of p-CRP for distinguishing lung cancer with MPE from benign PE was 0.86, superior to that of s-CRP (0.77).
The reasons for CRP elevation in cancer patients are not 
